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Abstract— Mobile device world has now become an 

unavoidable habitat for people. For this reason, hackers and 

attackers have created a new threat and malicious area in the 

world of smart mobile devices and they continue to defraud 

victims, to steal information and to cause losses as material and 

moral of mobile users. In this paper mobile security 

vulnerabilities and mobile application attacks (malware, direct 

attacks, data interception, and exploitation) are handled by 

different mobile operating systems. Later, needs for mobile 

security, testing of mobile systems and automated mobile testing 

tools to find security vulnerabilities have been investigated. 

 

Keywords— Mobile vulnerability, mobile attacks, security 

testing, Android, iOS 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

nformation security means ensuring the security of personal 

data and knowledge in information society. With the 

importance of computer technology, the majority of 

information about the personal lives has been propelled to the 

virtual systems. In this case, securing of information in 

computers and mobile systems has a great importance for 

people. Information security basically targets 

(1)confidentiality which can be defined as closed to 

unauthorized access, (2) integrity means protecting content 

from threats of changing or deleting knowledge and 

(3)availability means to be ready of knowledge when needed 

[1]. 

Mobile technologies are used more than other computer 

systems because of being portable and providing people to 

access the information from anyplace. With the popularization 

and improvement of smart phones, all personal virtual 

transactions are begun to realize with these devices.   

Popular operating systems used in smart phones are known 

as Android, iOS, BlackBerry OS, Windows Phone OS and 

Symbian. Mobile systems as seen on Table 1, while android-

based sale percentage of Smartphones was 72.6 in 2012, it is 

seen that the percentage rate has reached 81.9 in the third 

quarter of 2013. Although iOS is in the second sequence with 

12 percentages, iOS and the Smartphones which use the other 

OS (BlackBerry, Microsoft, Symbian, etc.) sales rates are 

decreasing. 

 

 

Table 1: Worldwide Smartphone sales to end users by operating 

system in 3Q13 (Thousands of Units) [2] 

Operating 

System 

3Q13 

 Units 

3Q13 

Market 

Share 

(%) 

3Q12 

 Units 

3Q12 

Market 

Share 

(%) 

Android 205,022.7 81.9 124,552.3 72.6 

iOS 30,330.0 12.1 24,620.3 14.3 

Microsoft 8,912.3 3.6 3,993.6 2.3 

BlackBerry 4,400.7 1.8 8,946.8 5.2 

Bada 633.3 0.3 4,454.7 2.6 

Symbian 457.5 0.2 4,401.3 2.6 

Others 475.2 0.2 683.7 0.4 

Total 250,231.7 100.0 171,652.7 100.0 

 

With the increasing use of smart mobile devices, hackers 

have started to produce malicious software or to look for 

vulnerabilities for smart phones. The reason of benefit from 

these malicious apps or phone vulnerabilities are listed as 

seizing user information (to sell the information to companies 

for gaining money), damaging to the phone or the operating 

system (to sell the anti-virus software), harming the user 

moral. According to Pocatilu, malicious applications' goals 

and objectives are in following and these harm users or 

smartphones in following ways [3]: 

 Annoying alerts or messages; 

 Advertising popups opened; 

 Unwanted web pages opened; 

 Malicious programs send unwanted messages (SMS, 

MMS), make phone calls and this causes higher invoices; 

 Unauthorized use of personal information data; 

 Altering or removing data stored in the file system, 

contacts, messages etc.; 

 Confidential data transferred to a remote location; 

 Monitoring SMS messages and listening telephone calls. 

 

In this article, we work on an investigation of mobile 

security threats and security testing tools. In the first section 

we will focus on security threats for mobile phones with 

general and operating systems (Android, iOS).   In the second 

section we will focus on security analysis of new generation 

smart mobile phones and testing tools by operating systems 

(Android, iOS). 
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II. THE SECURITY VULNERABILITIES OF SMART MOBILE PHONES 

 

In the past, malicious softwares are mostly threating 

computer systems, but now, exceedingly threaten the safety of 

users. The purpose of the computer security involved in 

computer technology (PC, tablet PC, mobile technologies, 

Smartphones, etc.): "To make investigations for threats and 

hazards which can encounter while individuals and 

organizations are using these technologies” [1] 

With growing numbers of Smartphones, hackers or 

attackers tend to mobile technologies. Smartphone users 

increasingly use online banking, online shopping andother 

operations with mobile phones which requires a credit card 

and so there are likely to be more threats designed to produce 

profits for the attackers [4]. Users don't take into account that 

smart device cannot be safe when realizing these important 

transactions (online banking, using a credit card, etc.) 

therefore not informed enough about mobile security. 

Whereas, more users download and install third party apps for 

Smartphones and the risk of installing malicious programs is 

rapidly increasing [4]. In addition to users, most of mobile 

application developers don't understand the security aspect of 

the application or they don't focus on the security properties of 

the application.  

The main attack methods that threaten mobile devices are 

malware (malicious software), direct attacks, data interception 

(intervention), exploitation (using weakness) and social 

engineering [5].  

Malware is a kind of hostile, annoying and uninvited 

software or program code designed to use a device without the 

owner’s assent [4]. Types of malware are listed below; 

 Virus: It is a program or a code that is loaded to the 

mobile system (or generally to the computer) without the 

user's knowledge. The virus is dangerous for mobile 

users because it can copy itself to another device quickly 

and use memory, change data and crash system. 

 Worm: It means “Write Once, Read Many” and it is a 

kind of virus. It processes same as a virus because it can 

copy itself to another device quickly and use memory, 

but it doesn’t change files.  

 Trojan: It is a program that often used to gain backdoor 

access. It doesn't copy or replicate itself as a virus or 

worm. 

 Spyware: It is a spy software which hides in an 

application or software. It monitors victim's activities 

after installed and sends activity report to the attacker. 

In Direct Attack, the attacker uses a common application 

vulnerability or an opening system vulnerability and aims to 

gain unauthorized access and information [5]. By Data 

Interception, traffic flow is followed by the attacker and 

attacker seizes the data. When a mobile user sends data by Wi-

Fi, this is an advantage for the attacker. 

According to Polla et al. [4], the methodologies for 

realizing attacks to Smartphones are categorized in following 

classes: 

 Wireless; 

 Break-in; 

 Infrastructure-based; 

 Worm-based; 

 Botnet; 

 User-based 

Malicious programs use Bluetooth and the wireless 

connection feature of smartphone, short messaging and 

telephone calling services to spread and to harm other 

smartphones. When using an open Wi-Fi, hackers wait for 

sniffing for realizing banking and shopping activities by 

victims. 

In addition to malicious software, malicious sites are 

important threats for smartphones. In 2012 most dangerous 

and risky place was pornography, as seen in Figure 1, more 

than 20 percent of the time that a user who were coming from 

a pornography site, went to a malicious site [6]. Also social 

engineering and phishing attacks which realize through web 

pages for mobile phones threat users. Mobile phone users’ 

bank details can be seized by directing users to fake sites of 

banks or the attacker robs the user information that is 

important for its own. 

 

 
Figure 1: Percentage of malicious requests driven by each 

category compared to requests for content in that category [6]. 

 

A mobile device can be used by attackers for collecting 

and selling personal data, accessing information of device 

owner or may use the device like a gateway between 

enterprise data and resources and in addition the device can be 

used for botnet [7] (a botnet is a set of devices that are affected 

by a virus which provides to attacker the ability of devices to 

remotely control [4]). Attackers also want to gain money from 

user’s banking transactions via banking application 

vulnerabilities. Also the level of security systems is increasing 

by the banks for not to be affected from malwares but malware 

programmers are producing new codes to break this security 

level [8]. 

Delac et al. [9]  define attacker-centric threat model for 

mobile platforms to analyze attacker's goals, motives and 

attack strategies. This model includes 3 issues [9]; 

 Attack goals: That item determines the attacker’s 

interests and the reasons for attacking. Attacker aims to 

collect private data, utilizing computing facilities and 

making harmful malicious actions. 

 Attack vectors: That item focuses on threat's spreading 

ways on mobile platforms. These ways handling on 4 

categories; mobile network services, Internet access, 

Bluetooth and USB and other devices. 

 Mobile malware: That item describes mobile malware 

and indicates that mobile attacks generally occurs 

multiple variants of Trojans, botnet, worms, rootkits. 
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A. Security Vulnerabilities on Android Based Systems 

 

Android is an open source and free mobile operating 

system based on the Linux kernel [10] and developed by the 

free software community, Google, Open Handset Alliance. 

Android market platform is growing faster and can be said this 

is the fastest growing mobile application platform, but unlike 

the Apple’s App store, the applications on Android market go 

through no scanning process [10]. This state leads to Android 

OS to be a grace operating system for attackers.  

In this section Android vulnerabilities are handled by 

application and operating system features.  

 

a. Vulnerabilities of Android Operating Systems 

 

Investigating Android OS architecture is the first way to 

understand its security. Android OS architecture separates into 

four main levels (applications, application framework, 

libraries, Android runtime and Linux kernel) and these levels 

can communicate between them. Figure 2 shows Android 

architecture. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Android architecture [11]. 
 

Android OS is built on the Linux kernel and the Linux 

kernel is responsible for accessing memory, processor and 

network management, accessing physical devices [9]. Since 

2003, Linux 2.6 kernel version which is considered safe is 

used in Android OS and this operating system includes these 

mechanisms; process isolation, interprocess communication 

security (IPC) and user-based authorization [5].  They can be 

sorted as below [12] ; 

 User-based application permissions model, 

 Extensible mechanism for secure IPC, 

 Process isolating. 

 The feature for removing risky parts of kernel for 

security. 

In Linux mechanism, each application has a unique Linux 

user ID so this prevents distributing the other applications 

[13]. In the next layer Android native libraries which are 

written with C / C++ are located and applications acquire them 

via Java native interfaces [13].  The next layer is the Android 

runtime and it contains Android specific virtual machine 

(Dalvik virtual machine) and some core libraries [11]. The 

application framework layer provides device and application 

connection and application layer includes installed 

applications.  

Android specific security mechanism is examined in four 

sections; sandboxing, application signing, permissions and 

accessibility of components [10].  Sandboxing means an 

application only access or use their files or other applications’ 

open accessed files. Application sandboxing includes 

permissions, privileges, kernel access and authorizations for a 

mobile application [14]. The Sandbox for Android isolates 

each app’s data and codes from other apps [15] and so it 

prevents buffer overflows, remote code execution, and stack 

smashing [13] .  

Every developed application must be signed with a 

certificate whose private key is held by the application's 

developer and the Android system uses the certificate for 

determining of the application's author and for establishing a 

trust correlation between apps [16]. Also signature permission 

can be given to applications signed with the same certificate 

[9]. For instance vendors can use same certificate in different 

applications and application updates can be signed with same 

certificate [17]. Thus, application vulnerabilities can consist 

through software signatures. 

Permission mechanism is required for some apps that 

perform special process and URI (Intent permission flags) 

permissions which required giving ad-hoc access to specific 

pieces of data [10]. Each application on Android has a unique 

sandbox folder and should be accepted the permissions for 

access to applications [14]. This prevents application to 

perform malicious behaviour [13]. 

Android applications are formed by combination of several 

separate components which can be called individually [18]. 

Application components can be set as private or public; public 

component can be accessed by other apps and private 

components are accessible only within the same application 

[10]. 
Android is an open accessed operating system and can be 

understood that Android OS cannot always safe. Operating 

system permissions are given to the actions can cause 

malicious programs to take advantage of certain features in the 

operating system or can cause greater damage. Especially due 

to Android is an open-accessed operating system, malicious 

applications can cause the following with operating system 

characteristics [3], these features are at Application 

Framework layer: 

 reading and writing contacts and calendar entries; 

 reading or sending e-mail messages, SMS and MMS; 

 making phone calls; 

 getting location; 

 accessing the internet; 

 accessing other smartphones using Bluetooth connection; 

 reading and writing on file system. 

Android is a multi-tasking operating system and therefore 

multiple applications can stay open. For this reason, malware 

authors can run their codes in the background and the codes 

run in the background until the end of battery power [19].  

When considering, laptop and computers are turned off when 

not using but mobile devices should be always remained open. 

Android operating system also allows using USB device 

for installing application; thus, many android users install 

applications from a USB device [7] which creates ways to 

malwares for spreading. 
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b. Vulnerabilities of Android Applications 

 

According to the research on 400.000 android apps taking 

by Bit9, 72 percentage of all Android apps access at least one 

high-risk permission; %42 of apps access location data (GPS), 

%31 of apps access phone calls or phone, %26 of apps have 

access to personal info, %9 of apps use permissions that can 

cost and %1 of apps have access to account info [20]. That 

introduction is for understanding the big security risk of 

Android applications. Applications download from Android 

Market, Google Paly Store or an unknown source by innocent 

Android users and they always think “everything is ok” but a 

malware programmer or attacker is not innocent enough.  

The user cannot find enough protection at Android security 

mechanism when he or she installed an app which infected a 

malware [21]. Since the Android market adopts the “anything 

goes” opinion, applications are not very closely monitored [4]. 

The android application review process is not strong like iOS 

and applications downloaded outside from Google Play Store 

are very risky despite applications downloaded from the 

Google Play Store [14].   

Presenting such threats by attackers to user who installs the 

application is important. Vulnerabilities occurring in Android 

applications consist of configuration errors that made by 

developers or errors that caused from system users [22]. 

Privilege escalation attack is a good example for Android 

vulnerabilities. A privilege escalation attack is a type of 

network intrusion that takes advantage of programming errors 

or design flaws. An application which has less permission 

(non-privileged) wants to access components of a more 

privileged application (privileged) to have the same privilege 

[10].  Making components of the application accessible by 

other components of applications causes of privileged 

escalation attack [10]. 

Attackers use reverse engineering for changing existing 

applications and application repackaging for writing malicious 

applications. For example,(1) a popular application is 

downloaded by an attacker, (2) the application is decompiled, 

(3) malicious code is inserted in it, (4) the application is 

signed again, (5) and published again with a similar or a 

different name on the Android Market or on a web page [3]. 

This operation, called repackaging is the most important 

technique to make malware installation to users with tricking 

[23]. They use repackaging especially banking applications 

and people always knows that mobile applications of these 

business companies are highly secure. Figure 3 shows a 

banking attack scenario by repackaging. 

 

 
 

Figure3: Banking attack scenario [23]. 

 

There is a dozen of Android malware which affects users 

or devices in today’s mobile world.  A few mobile malware 

are investigated by affecting aspect in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Android Malwares 

 

Malware What does it cause to? 

Exploit: 

MasterKey.a [8] 

This malware takes advantage of 

Masterkey vulnerability and it makes 

changes to an app’s code without 

affecting the cryptographic signature.  

Trojan: 

FakeDefender.a 

FakeDefender is a fake anti-spyware 

program for mobile devices. 

Trojan: 

obad.a [8] 

 

Obad variants gain administrator 

privileges wants to break the Android 

operating system’s security layer. Obad 

collects and sends the following details 

about the device to a remote C&C server: 

the Media Access Control (MAC) address 

and IMEI, the operator name, the time 

and root access. 

Trojan: 

sxjolly.a 

It receives commands to send SMS 

messages or subscribe the device to a 

premium-SMS service 

Trojan: 

tramp.a [8] 

This malware monitors the user’s SMS 

messages and steals all phone numbers 

from the user's phone. It can cause 

sending message, blocking call, getting 

current location, observing and contacting 

from Google Cloud  Messaging [8] 

Trojan: 

uten.a [8] 

The malware obscures itself as a mobile 

analytic platform used by developers, 

“Umeng” SDK library. 

Trojan: 

FakePlayer [19] 

That looks like only a media player, but 

also send text messages without user's 

knowledge. 

Exploit: 

Lotoor.g and  

Lotoor.j [24] 

Also known as DroidDream – they were 

capable of executing without the user 

knowledge. The malware affects earlier 

versions of the Android OS and exploits 

known privilege escalation vulnerabilities 

to gain root access. 
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Trojan: 

Android.Pjapps 

[24] 

This sends SMS messages to rate 

numbers and earning a commission for 

the cyber-criminals by user’s bill. That 

Trojan also has botnet specialties. 

Exploit: 

HippoSMS, [23] 

That malware sent SMS messages to a 

coded premium-rated telephone number  

Spyware: 

JackeeyWallpaper 

[23] 

This spyware collects phone numbers, 

email addresses, IMEI numbers from 

infected device and hackers sell them to 

spammers. 

Trojan: 

Geinimi [25] 

It performs a lot of malicious behaviours 

such as using personal data, malicious 

advertising, and it has capable of create 

botnet and it causes to produce malware 

by repackaging applications. 

Trojan: 

GGtracker [26] 

Direct users to fake app stores to 

premium rate  SMS services 

Trojan: 

SMSspy [8] 

It is used for monitoring banking 

application SMS 

Trojan: 

Zitmo 

Bank sends a confirmation message to 

Android user which Zitmo Trojan infects. 

Zitmo Trojan directs the confirmation 

message to the attacker. 

Trojan: 

SMSZombie [27] 

It seems like only wallpaper, but it 

collects SMS messages from China 

Mobile Payment system. 

Trojan: 

Cawitt.A [27] 

It causes turning compromised devices 

into botnet zombies via using Twitter 

connection. It collects data from the 

zombie device like IMEI number. 

 

Using needed system resources and features, apps must 

request to AndroidManifest.xml [15]. AndroidManifest.xml 

includes permissions which applications and also malicious 

applications can use. Malware authors create crowded and 

complicated permission list for a normal mobile user, after 

than they ask for accessing permissions to users. After 

obtaining permissions, they can access their goals via the 

application. When the user installs the application, the 

permissions which are required to accept by the user are 

collected under the "Permissions" title.  The required 

permissions in Android are indicated in Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Android Permissions 

Action  Required Permission 

Read and 

write contacts [3] 

 

Read_contacts 

Write_contacts 

Read and 

write Calendar 

items [3] 

 

Read_calendar, 

Write_calendar 

Send SMS, 

read and write (all 

SMS functions) [3] 

[25] 

 

Send_sms,  

Read_sms / write_sms 

Receive_sms 

Broadcast_sms 

Access the Internet [3] 

 
Internet 

Use the telephony [3] 

 
Call_phone 

Access the camera 

device [10] 
Camera 

Access the external 

storage [3] 

 

Read_external_storage 

Write_external_storage 

Get location [17] 

 

Access_fine_location, 

Access_coarse_location, 

Access_mock_location 

Get  some phone 

information (phone 

numbers, 

IMEI, IMSI, etc.) [25]. 

Read_phone_state 

Read and write the 

user’s browsing history 

and bookmarks [10] 

Read_ history_bookmarks 

Write_history_bookmarks 

 

Relationships between applications and permissions are 

shown in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4: Relationships between applications and permissions 

[15]. 
 

Zhou and Jiang [28] observed 1260 malware samples and 

49 malware families form Android markets in their research 

and  86% of malwares are formed repackaging apps, 36.7% of 

them contain privilege escalation  and 93% from them have 

botnet capability. They use accessing internet, reading phone 

state, accessing network state, writing external storage and 

accessing Wi-Fi state permissions mostly. Top 20 permissions 

which are used by 1260 malware samples are shown in Figure 

5. 
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Figure 5: Top 20 permissions which are used by 1260 malwares [28]. 
 

 

B. Security Vulnerabilities on IOS Based Systems 

 

A lot of malicious applications and vulnerabilities which 

affect iOS and iPhone users are available but they are not 

much as Android’s. In this section iOS vulnerabilities are 

handled by application and operating system features.  

 

a.  Vulnerabilities of OS Operating Systems 

 

Before handling iOS security, to examine the iOS 

architecture is useful. iOS have 4 abstraction layer; Core OS 

(kernel) layer to provide low-level network and common 

operating system services, the iOS Core Services Layer which 

is the foundation framework,  Media Layer which provides 

graphics, audio and video technologies , Cocoa touch layer 

which is the basic framework for developing iOS applications 

(with multitasking, touch-based input technologies etc.) [14] . 

The layers are shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: iOS architecture [29]. 

 

iOS security by operating system can be handled by 

system architecture. System architecture is discussed by Apple 

[30] with four aspects: 

 Secure Boot Chain: Each step of boot up is 

cryptographically signed by Apple for ensuring chain of 

trust. The chain moves in this way; BootRom->LLB-

>iBoot->kernel->file system. 

 System Software Personalization: It is used for prevent 

devices from being downgraded to older versions that 

lack the latest security updates. 

 App Code Signing: iOS requires every code must be 

signed with Apple-issued certificate to ensure the apps 

comes from trusted and known source. It prevents 

unauthorized apps and malwares. 

 Runtime Process Security: After applications are trusted 

and installed, iOS checks code signature of all executable 

memory pages to ensure that applications run without 

modified and the system works correctly. Sandboxing for 

iOS has been defined by Apple and accessing to system, 

network and hardware by applications has been 

controlled with limitations [14]. iOS is more secured 

than Android about sandboxing because each 

permissions on iOS sandboxing is protected by iOS and 

don't depend on applications. 

In addition to these security features, iOS keychain is 

important for storing all passwords, keys and important short 

data.  iOS keychain uses SQLite database [30] and  keychain 

services uses the Common Crypto dynamic library [9]. iOS 

platform provides developers to write secure codes using iOS 

secure API and prevents malwares to infiltrate the App Store; 

iOS secure API located in Core Services layer and this based 

on Core OS Layer [9].  

As discussed above, it is understood that iOS has a strong 

security infrastructure. It means iOS's doors are closed to 

malware and vulnerabilities with a large proportion. 

 

b. Vulnerabilities of iOS Applications 

 

When Apple iOS applications is thought about security, it 

can be seen clearly that iOS is quite safe from Android. Apple 

does not require an antivirus program because an iOS user 

only downloads applications from the App store and every 

application is carefully examined before being accepted into 

the App Store [14]. This indicates, iOS is quite safe from 

Android OS. Mobile malware doesn't affect iOS as Android 

devices because Android platform is an open platform but 

Jailbreaking is a big threat for Iphone and so iOS users, 

because jailbroken phones exposed to attacks by hackers.  

Every app for iOS must be signed by Apple, and if a code 

doesn't carry Apple's signature or the signature doesn't match 

the code, iOS doesn't run this code [27]. Apple urges on every 

application must be signed distributed through its App Store, 

users want to use all applications from other stores like 

unofficial Cydia store and they make jailbreaking [26]. In July 

2010 U.S. Libraray of Congress added jailbreaking to their 

lists which do not violate copyright protections and only a 

week later JailbreakMe 2.0 has emerged for Iphone users to 

jailbreak their phones [4]. 

There is important iOS malwares are available and as an 

example of iOS malwares iSAM has been selected. According 

to Damopoulos et al.(2011)  iSAM is important iOS malware 

that can connect back to its boot master to update 

programming logic and iSAM includes 6 different malware 

specifies [4]:  
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 propagation logic; 

 botnet control logic; 

 denial of application services; 

 denial of network services; 

 collect confidential data stealthily; 

 send a large number of malicious SMS. 

Some of iOS threats are handled in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: iOS threats 

Threat What does it cause to? 

Data collecting: 

Aurora Feint [31] 

 

This application removed from Apple store 

due to privacy concerns because it identifies 

online users to match their friends and send it 

unencrypted to the servers. 

Data collecting: 

Storm8's iSpy [32] 

“This makes use of the 'backdoor' method to 

access, collect, and transmit the wireless 

phone numbers of the iPhones on which its 

games are installed” 

Vulnerability : 

libtiff [31]. 

It allows attackers to seize iPhone by 

vulnerabilities which found in TIFF 

processing library of the Safari browser 

Worm : 

Ikee [33] 

This is the world's first iPhone worm which 

targets jailbroken iPhones. It have Apple's 

default root password of "alpine”. Also it 

shows to victims a message on wallpaper 

"ikee is never going to give you up". 

Vulnerability : 

JailbreakMe 

It is a security bug for Iphone users to access 

their phones completely 

 

III. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF NEW GENERATION SMART 

MOBILE PHONES  

Guaranteeing the safety of mobile applications and test them 

has become imperative because of the proliferating malicious 

processes for mobile. Technically, the main problem is 

assessing the security of applications delivered to the market 

rapidly and another main problem is that security testing is 

expensive and manual process [34]. Because of this reason, 

mobile application writers don’t care about the application’s 

security if it is not about an application which requires 

security in real sense. In this section testing of mobile systems 

are handled.  

A. Testing of Mobile Systems 

As in the PCs, there are many testing techniques as 

penetration, fuzzing and automated testing tools. Also, many 

companies are available to perform these tests. 

At first fuzzing can be handled. Fuzzing is a test technique, 

have been created towards applications by random or oriented. 

The purpose of fuzz testing is fuzzing the application 

automatic, semi-automatic or manual way, then identifying the 

system response and display the collapse status [35].   Security 

testing is a hard task because it is a form of negative testing. 

Fuzzing is a form of negative testing because that feeds 

unexpected input data to detect security vulnerabilities [21]. 

There are not enough successful techniques for fuzz testing 

apps for smartphone platforms [21]. 

Penetration testing is a test method used to provide 

information guarantee and testing is made by white hat 

hackers who are using the same tools as black hat hackers but 

with necessary permissions [36]. Penetration testing is 

increasingly required for Mobile Platforms (Android, iOS and 

BlackBerry) to help organizations or users understand risks 

and flaws of their mobile applications [36]. 

Mobile device and mobile application penetration test 

provides measuring mobile device security and that is useful 

for [37] ; 

 making mobile application more secure, 

 removing vulnerabilities from the mobile devices, 

 securing mobile applications from all types of attacks. 

For an example of automated Android testing tools, Droid 

Analyzer is important about its process. It first 

(1)decompresses the APK files of apps to extract permission 

information (2) parses the assembly codes to subtract risky 

APIs, strings and keywords associated with dubious cases. It 

detects mobile botnets, information leakage, and monetary 

loss by sending SMS or calling of premium services [23]. 

Processing of Droid Analyzer shown in Figure 7: 

 

Figure 7: Process of Droid Analyzer which is a testing tool for Android [23]. 
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Some of automatic testing tools and their process methods 

are shown in Table 4: 

Table 4: Testing tools based on operating system 

Testing Tool Mobile OS Process Method 

DroidVulMon 

[38]. 
Android 

Its functions are following running 

applications, services, process, 

network and routing status. 

DroidVulMon detects malicious 

applications which hides in mobile 

terminal and It determines that if an 

application makes attack to the 

terminal 

Clang Static 

Analyzer [39] 
iOS 

It is used for analyse C and C++ 

codes for to find bugs and that can be 

used for decompiled iOS 

applications.  

Flawfinder 

[40] 
iOS 

It is a program that examines source 

codes and reports to identify possible 

security weakness by risk levels. It 

can be used for identify C and C++ 

codes.  

GNU Project 

debugger [41] 
iOS 

It allows  to see what is going on 

`inside' another program while it 

executes 

AppSec Labs 

iNalyzer [42] 
iOS 

It automates penetration test for iOS 

and attacks logic and forwards it to 

the targeted iOS application. It 

includes BruteForce, Fuzzing, SQL 

injection tests. 

Testdroid 

(enterprise, 

cloud, 

recorder) [43] 

Android 

and iOS 

It provides managing server, 

application and recorded user actions 

with all aspects of automated testing 

on multiple real Android and iOS 

devices simultaneously. 

Android SDK 

(Software 

Development 

Kit) [44]. 

Android 

It includes a few GUI test tools but 

creating automation is limited 

because of Android's security 

properties. 

 

Android 

Security 

Evaluation 

Framework 

(ASEF) [45] 

Android 

It detects unusual activities of apps, 

exposes vulnerable components and 

tests the apps on Android Virtual 

Device. It is helpful for android 

developers. 

APSET [46] Android 

It is a model based security testing 

approach to detect data 

vulnerabilities in Android apps. 

  

B. Testing of Android Systems 

Malek et al. [34] focused on testing the security of Android 

apps and they submit a framework for developing tool-suite 

that realizes numerous test cases for detecting security 

vulnerabilities. They have created a framework because of the 

lack of fuzz testing apps frameworks and the framework 

presents automated test techniques for Android devices to find 

vulnerabilities quickly and properly. First step is to identify 

input – output interfaces; these may include GUIs, network 

interfaces, files, APIs, messages. Second step, input generators 

provides strengths for test cases so the framework tests a 

wide-range of conditions. The Test Execution Environment is 

used for executing the tests on lots of samples of the same 

application. The Exception Analysis engine researches on 

Runtime Error Repository and so this correlates the executed 

test cases with identified vulnerability problems. The last 

engine, The Interactive Reporting Environment uses Test 

Report Repository which stores the results of test analyses and 

enables the security analyst to evaluate the application’ 

vulnerabilities.  

For making penetration test for Android system, first issue 

to have a PC or laptop which installed web proxy. The main 

aim to enter between mobile device and server by PC with 

proxy installed and gain all control. A web proxy application 

like Charles web debugging proxy application can be installed. 

The certificate which is sent by Charles should be taken 

between trust certificates. For this operation, the certificate 

should be saved to SD card. After that, the certificate should 

be taken between trusted certificates. After these processes, 

Android application which is wanted to test can be opened and 

all the traffic can be analyse and data can be scanned for 

vulnerabilities. 

C. Testing of IOS Systems 

 

For making penetration test for iPhone, pre-requisites are 

[31]; 

 Mac Book running Snow Leopard  OS 

 Apple iOS  (for testing iPhone applications) 

 Charles Proxy21. 

 SQLite Managers 

The penetration testing processes explained by Shah [31] 

are disclosed with items according to priority; 

 Installing the iOS SDK; Simulator is not available for 

download. It comes with iOS SDK and it must install.  

 Using the correct iOS version for matching the 

development environment and test environment is 

important 

 Setting up a proxy with a proxy tool (WebScarb, Paros, 

Burp etc.) than inserting SSL certificate in the keychain. 

 Decompiling the application: This process is necessary to 

make more thorough security assessment by analysing 

the codes. 

 Client based data is stored by iOS applications in SQLite 

database on the device. Information is unencrypted in the 

database and that can contain important data. SQLite 

Manager Firefox can be used for analyse SQLite 

database. 

 To obtain the application’s daily activities information, 

analysing log files is important. 
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IV. COMPARISON OF SOME INTELLIGENT MOBILE PHONE 

OPERATING SYSTEMS FOR SECURITY 

For comparing security differences between Mobile OS, 

Table 5 has been created.  
 

Table 5: Different OS’s general security features compares 
Feature Android OS iOS OS Blackberry OS 

Data Storage  

Have an 

external 

storage which 

can be 

accessible for 

treats [14] 

Have no 

external 

storage and 

difficult for 

threats to 

access the 

storage [14] 

Have an 

external storage 

and that can 

cause to spread 

malicious aps 

or codes.  

Application 

Sandboxing 

Each app has a 

different 

sandbox [14]. 

All aps use 

the same 

sandbox [14] 

Each 

application 

process runs in 

its own 

sandbox 

Application 

Permissions 

Kernel and 

IPC enforced 

Multiple 

sandboxing 

JME class 

based 

Application 

Access 

Apps can’t 

communicate 

directly with 

other apps, or 

access the 

other 

application 

directories. 

Applications 

can 

communicate 

with other 

apps by their 

components.  

- 

App Stores 

Android 

market or 

Google Play 

store divulges 

the 

permissions of 

apps. 

Apple App 

store doesn’t 

divulge the 

permissions 

of apps.  

Blackberry App 

world divulges 

the permissions 

of apps. 

 

For comparing some smart phone OS (IPhone 4s for iOS, 

Blackberry Bold 9700 for Blackberry, Samsung Galaxy S4 for 

Android OS were selected) for general security settings Table 

6 has been created from Oh et al. [47] study:  
 

Table 6: General Security Settings Compares of Different OS [47]. 

 

 (1) iOS  (2)Android  (3)Blackberry 

Setting a device 

password to defen 

against any 

unauthorized 

physical access 

(1) Settings _ General _ Passcode 

(2)Settings _ Location & Security _ Set 

password 

    Settings _ Location & Security _ Set up 

screen lock 

    Settings _ General _ Passcode 

 (3)Users should protect the Blackberry   

device’s individual PIN. 

Disabling 

unknown sources 

for application 

Installation to 

avoid third party 

applications 

(2)Settings _ Applications _ Unknown 

sources 

  

(3) Options _ Security Options _ Application 

Permissions 

Turning off 

wireless 

properties (GPS, 

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi) 

when not in use to 

prevent serious 

threats. 

(1)Settings _ General _ Network _ Wi-Fi 

Networks 

Settings _ General _ Bluetooth 

 

(2)Settings _ Location & Security _ Use GPS 

satellites 

Settings _ Wireless & network _ Wi-Fi/ 

Bluetooth 

Backing up data 

on the device to 

prevent loss of 

information 

(1)Settings _ iCloud 

 

(2)Settings _ Privacy _ Back up my data  

Turning off 

location info to 

avoid applications 

to access location 

information.  

(1) Settings _ Location Service 

(2) Disable- Allow Google’s location service 

to collect anonymous location data. 

Collection will occur even when no 

applications are running.’  

(3) Options _ Security Options _ Application 

      Permissions _ Location (GPS) = Deny 

V. CONCLUSION 

Entering internet and mobile technologies into our lives 

has provided to complete works quickly and easily but it has 

opened the doors of new threats. Especially, attackers and 

hackers started to focus on seizing mobile systems or harming 

mobile user due to realizing mobile banking transactions with 

mobile smart phones and storing private correspondence and 

confidential data in the mobile phone. 

In this paper, today’s mobile threats and vulnerabilities 

were discussed via iOS and Android operating system. When 

hardware as well as software-security features of iOS 

operating system are handled, it is seen that every prevention 

method have been taken against malware and vulnerabilities. 

To not to allow installing applications without Apple signature 

and to check every code’s signature when they are running 

reduce the risk of security. Also, to not installing applications 

any store except Apple App Store reduces the security risk 

greatly. 

Android allows applications to be downloaded from every 

platform because of it is an open accessed free software. 

Security audits of loaded applications to Android Market or 

the Google Play Store are not analysed attentively. In addition, 

the risk of spreading malicious codes are pretty much due to 

Android operating system provides applications to access 

components of other applications. 

Testing techniques and automated testing tools were also 

examined to ensure the security of applications and protect 

them from threats. Application testing process is important for 

the user towards all kinds of vulnerabilities which developers 

will not realize. 

Dye et al. [48] has addressed the vulnerabilities for smart 

phones in application vulnerabilities, operating system 

vulnerabilities, cryptography concerns and other security 

concerns, and these can be useful for to be protected from 

vulnerabilities: 

Application Vulnerabilities [48]: One of the most common 

sources of vulnerabilities for smart phones is the 

vulnerabilities in apps themselves. To not to be faced with 

application vulnerabilities, the things which should be done 

are below: 
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 The app code must not include external resources like 

external IP address.  

 The programmer should limit input areas without 

weakness for example in a phone number field must be 

possible to input only numbers 0-9 rejecting the other 

words or symbols.  

 When the application initializing if it fails, the behaviour 

of the app must be set to prevent the exploitation by a 

third party. 

 All the temporary files which consist during operation of 

the app should be removed to prevent unauthorized 

access, to protect the integrity of stored data on the 

device and to preserve denial of service attacks.  

 The external codes must validate the signature on all 

ActiveX and script languages. 

Operating system (OS) vulnerabilities [48]: OS 

vulnerabilities are often the basis important security problems 

for smart phones or mobile devices. To not to be faced with 

application vulnerabilities, the things which should be done 

are below: 

 An application should not change file permissions except 

that are required for its own work or should not cause the 

other applications change them.  

 Any app using GPS  must not forward the user's location 

to an external resource unless the user did not know 

where to go the data 

 The app must not share permanent memory with other 

apps, must not read it from OS resources unless needed 

from app functions. 

 Applications must be controlled to prevent maliciously 

accessed and used as a proxy to cause further damage to 

the device by using unauthorized code or reading 

susceptible data. 
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